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INTRODUCTION 

Archaeology is a brand, declares Cornelius Holtorf.
1
 The meaning behind his claim is that 

archaeology is something in which the general public has high interest. One does not need to 

go far back in history when archaeological research was carried out by enthusiastic amateurs.
2
 

There are not many fields of science as popularised as archaeology, with Indiana Jones, Tomb 

Raider and Time Team to name a few.
3
 People are interested in archaeology, and in recent 

years efforts have been made especially in the United Kingdom in creating new project of 

participatory archaeology and heritage.
4
  

Even though archaeology has a large audience in popular culture, getting the 

necessary funding to carry out even the most essential research is a problem in many 

countries: alarming budget cuts have been announced in USA and around Europe.
5
 The main 

problem of funding archaeological research is that generally programs are relying on one 

source of funding. Baugher points out that innovative programs survive if they have multiple 

sources of funding and have cost conscious planning of what they can deliver.
6
  

The purpose of this thesis is to explore a new method that could be used in 

archaeology: crowdsourcing. For the purposes of this thesis I have divided the concept of 

crowdsourcing to three main elements: crowdsourcing funding (i.e. crowdfunding), 

participation and data. Each element has its benefits, and for this thesis I am exploring how 

crowdsourcing is used, with examples from Finland and abroad, and how to introduce 

crowdfunding to archaeology in Finland. The aim of this thesis is to try out a new way of 

engaging the public with archaeology, following examples set by successful projects abroad. 

This is achieved by creating a pioneering crowdfunding project for an archaeological 

excavation in Finland, called Tracing Finds. Although the other aspects of crowdsourcing will 

be discussed in this thesis, the main focus will remain only in crowdfunding. 

                                                           
1
 Holtorf 2006. 

2
 Merriman 2002: 550. 

3
 Whilst Indiana Jones and Tomb Raider are fictional archaeologist, Time Team is a popular British TV series 

following up archaeological excavations.  

4
 For example Scotland’s Rural Past project by the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments 

of Scotland (RCHAMS). This five-year project encouraged people to take part in investigating and recording the 
deserted rural settlements in Scotland. 

5
 For example Aitchison 2010, Marciniak & Pawleta 2010, Engovatova 2010. 

6
 Baugher 2013: 115. 
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Receiving financial support for archaeological research is becoming a challenge 

globally, and Finland is not alone in suffering from budget cuts.
7
 The field by and large will 

have to start finding new ways of securing the monetary support. More and more projects 

have started appealing for the public for supportive funding in the United Kingdom and USA. 

There are an increasing number of positive examples in how to engage the public with 

archaeology from the aforementioned countries, where excavations have been partially funded 

by the public – a selection of these projects will be presented later on in chapter 1. 

Crowdfunding an archaeological excavation has not yet been tried in Finland, although during 

this thesis another crowdfunded excavation started in Kaarina.
8
 An archaeological association, 

Finnish Association for supporting Archaeological research (from now on referred to as 

FASAR), was founded during the course of this thesis and the Tracing Finds project was 

organised in collaboration with FASAR.  

The idea of crowdfunding is that a person donates a certain sum of money 

online and the money they donate goes directly to the project. There are different types of 

crowdfunding, but this thesis will look into reward-based crowdfunding. Reward-based 

funding means that the donor receives a pledge in return for the money. In the archaeological 

projects discussed in this thesis the most common pledges used were letters or tours around 

the excavation. Sometimes people could buy access to take part in the excavation, which adds 

labour force in the excavation and increases the participatory aspect of crowdsourcing.  

For the purpose of this thesis I will launch a crowdfunding project in Oulu in 

support of an excavation in Illinsaari organised by the University of Oulu in June 2014. This 

thesis will discuss the process of organizing a fundraising campaign and the outcome of the 

campaign. This thesis will serve as a handbook for anyone wanting to organise a similar 

crowdfunding campaign in Finland by explaining the methods that were used in this project. 

The methods will be discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 4 will discuss the legal issues around 

crowdfunding, other problems and limitations that affected Tracing Finds, and explain how 

and why the pledges were chosen.  

Chapter 5 will discuss the media use in support of Tracing Finds, and how the 

campaign was received in social media sites. I will analyse the blog visitor data in order to 

                                                           
7
 Difficulties of getting funding were mentioned as the second most important challenge in archaeological 

research in Finland. Maaranen 2011. 

8
 Finnish Association for Supporting Archaeological Research launched their crowdfunding campaign in support 

of an excavation in Ristimäki, Ravattula in August 2014. 
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find out whether the blog created in support of the campaign was successful in captivating 

audiences. In chapter 5 I will also discuss whether any particular posts on social media, 

traditional media or the blog had an effect on sales and participation. 

This thesis will aim to discover the motives for participation in a crowdfunding 

campaign by sending a feedback survey questionnaire to all participants in Tracing Finds. 

Survey responses are discussed in chapter 6. One of the most interesting questions that I will 

try finding an answer to is, do people take part because of an interesting and desirable pledge, 

or because they want to support research and gain knowledge? The survey responses will be 

used to analyse whether the project managed to engage local people to participate, which 

media channels were the most effective in referring participants to the project, and which age 

group had the most participants. The survey responses will also be used together with the 

sales figures in finding out which pledges were the most popular and whether they had any 

effect on the participant’s view of archaeological research. This thesis will discover whether 

crowdfunding archaeology is a possibility in Finland by finding out what the respondents 

thought of the campaign, and whether they would take part in a similar project again in the 

future. In essence, this thesis will try find out whether crowdfunding is something that could, 

and should, be used more in archaeology. 

Crowdsourcing can also be active participation. These activities in hobbies 

linked to archaeology are most commonly volunteering in a museum, taking part in public 

excavations or the use of a metal detector. For this thesis I have separated a hobby from 

crowdsourced participation: crowdsourced participation is something that is organised by an 

authority and the activity is defined by the professionals with benefits to both organiser and 

participant, whereas a hobby is an activity that benefits the individual. Crowdsourced 

participation is closely linked to participatory archaeology, and I will present some examples 

of participatory archaeology projects. In some cases crowdfunding and active participation are 

linked together, and this thesis will discuss the different options, benefits and negatives of 

crowdsourced participation in Finland by looking into excavations open to the public and 

metal detecting hobby. This section of the thesis will be a short discussion in chapter 2. 

The third aspect of crowdsourcing is collecting data. This is perhaps the most 

basic use of crowdsourcing by relying on the volume of participants which therefore increases 

the value of the information that the participants provide. Crowdsourcing data means that the 

project organiser can appeal to the public to enter for example user information or visitor 

experiences – data that could not be created by the organiser. Crowdsourcing data can also be 
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used to manage huge tasks, such as recording vast areas and ancient monuments in the 

Scottish landscape. In this thesis I will present some of these example projects that relate to 

archaeology, and which make use of crowdsourced data. I will discuss the potential use of 

crowdsourced data in archaeological research by using the example projects that are 

introduced. However crowdsourcing data is a minor part of the thesis with a short discussion 

in chapter 3.  

 

1. CROWDSOURCING 

Crowdsourcing is not new as a phenomenon, but as a term. The term crowdsourcing was 

created and first used in 2006 by journalist Jeff Howe in his article ‘The Rise of 

Crowdsourcing’ for Wired-magazine.
9
 Crowdsourcing is a term for what in essence is 

volunteering. The basis of crowdsourcing is simple: it allows anyone to start or participate in 

a project if they have the skills, talents and knowledge with no degree necessary. If an already 

existing project is crowdsourced, generally the role of the volunteer will be defined in 

advance of the project starting.
10

 

Crowdsourcing can be defined as being a method to use the power of the many 

in order to achieve better results than involving just a few.
11

 Crowdfunding is a form of 

crowdsourcing. It is a term used for acquiring funding from a large number of people. 

Generally the funded amount is relatively small, but the goal is to have many participants. In 

this thesis I will use the term participant to describe an individual who takes part in a 

crowdfunding campaign by purchasing a pledge. Pledge is a term with synonyms to ‘promise’ 

and ‘commitment’. The term has been used in previous crowdfunding campaigns
12

 as a name 

for the product the participant purchases. For crowdsourced participation I will henceforth use 

the term volunteering, which is “work for an organisation without being paid”.
13

 

Groups of people have joined to work together in large tasks before, but since 

the age of Internet it has become possible for thousands of people from anywhere in the world 

to work together. The popularity and ease of crowdsourced projects have led to commercial 

                                                           
9
 Howe 2006: 6. 

10
 Salmenkivi & Nyman 2007: 242. 

11
 Kintigh et al 2014: 6. 

12
 Pledge is a common term used by some crowdfunding websites. For archaeology the term has been used by 

DigVentures in their ‘Saints & Secrets’ project and Colleen Morgan in her Maeander project. 

13
 Oxford Dictionary. 
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success stories which were started by ‘amateurs’
14

 and corporate businesses are noticing the 

benefits of engaging crowds. Businesses have developed marketing campaigns by creating 

innovation competitions and inviting people to submit their own designs for billboards or to 

describe their favourite beer.
15

 Crowdsourcing is a very wide term, and one could put a lot of 

projects under its umbrella. A Finnish example of crowdsourcing legislation is a pioneering 

project by Aitamurto and Landemore. Their project crowdsourced off-road traffic law by 

inviting the participants to “share their concerns, experiences and problems regarding off-road 

traffic, and present solutions”.
16

 Finland also hosted the first crowdsourced opera ‘Free Will’, 

which was performed in Savonlinna Opera Fest in 2012.
17

 

The concept of crowdsourcing can be divided into three aspects: taking part by 

providing funding, labour and data. This division is closely interlinked with the concepts of 

volunteering, where people can find suitable ways in how they can be a part of and 

organisation or project they care about. Crowdsourcing has the same features as volunteering, 

but by and large crowdsourcing can be differentiated from volunteering. The answer is in the 

name: crowd. The purpose of crowdsourcing is to get crowds and masses of people involved, 

with the idea that a large number of participants contribute more and each one can, if they 

wish, participate with minimal effort. Sometimes the participants do not get any rewards for 

their efforts, but participate because they want to, feel “love” for the project or for the “glory”. 

There can be two kinds of crowdsourcing rewards in case there is no pledge: either monetary 

reward for all participants or only the best idea or participant is rewarded.
18

 

The reason why crowdsourcing is currently on the rise is because of Internet and 

its online communities.
19

 Typically people contribute with little or no money, but a strong 

motivation for participation is the want to spend some time utilizing their skills for a common 

                                                           
14

 The computer operating system Linux is perhaps the best example. The system was created by a computer 
science student Linus Torvalds in the 1990’s, and with an open call for assistance, thousands of other coders 
helped improve the system. Howe 2006: 53. 

15
 For example Pepsi Co. launched a competition for the public to design billboards and cans. 

(www.designourpepsican.com). Beer brewery BrewDog invited people to submit entries describing their beers. 
A selection of the submissions were printed on bottles for a limited period. (http://www.brewdog.com/blog-
article/help-us-craft-our-copy) 

16
 Aitamurto & Landemore 2013: 1. 

17
 Tiikkaja 2012. 

18
 Aitamurto, Leiponen & Tee 2011: 15–16. 

19
 Howe 2006:14. 
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good or as a past time hobby.
20

 The great thing about crowdsourcing is that it attracts people 

who are already interested in the subject, which means people are motivated to work and 

willing to give up their time for free or for minimal reward. 

 

1.1. Crowdfunding 

Crowdfunding is an ever growing avenue of crowdsourcing: crowdfunding volumes grew by 

65% in Europe alone in 2012.
21

 Crowdfunding is different from other ways of funding in that 

the funds are gathered from individual donations. The sum of the donation can vary: some 

larger projects ask for thousands of euros in investment whilst some operate with donations as 

small as a €5 minimum. Although different in size, the basis of crowdsourcing remains the 

same: a multitude of small donations grows into a large total sum.
22

 Crowdfunding Industry 

Report
23

 divides crowdfunding into different funding categories: donation-based, reward-

based, lending-based and equity-based. According to the report most platforms in 2012 were 

reward-based.
24

 Donation-based funding is illegal in Finland unless the organiser has a money 

collection licence from the Finnish Police. The licence can only be issued to non-profit 

organisations.
25

  

A completely new form of crowdfunding was developed by The Swedish 

Institute of Computer Science (SICS). Their platform called CrowdCulture enables the public 

to participate with a monthly sum of a minimum of €5 in an arts project of their choosing. The 

active participation of the crowd enables the council to target public money for the most 

popular projects. CrowdCulture is a programme that combines political decision making with 

the broader public. CrowdCulture platform has been in use since its launch in 2010 with the 

City of Stockholm distributing arts funding based on the public opinion.
26

  

 

                                                           
20

 Howe 2006: 29. 

21
 Crowdfunding Industry Report 2013CF: 9. 

22
 Aitamurto 2012: 14–15. 

23
 2012: 12. 

24
 Crowdfunding Industry Report 2012: 14. 

25
 Money Collection Act 255/2006; Government Decree on Money Collections 503/2006. 

26
 Hansson 2011. 
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1.1.1. Crowdfunding in Finland  

One of the biggest success stories of crowdfunding the Arts comes from Finland. Two Finnish 

film directors Timo Vuorensola and Samuli Torssonen crowdfunded their film Iron Sky in 

2011 by offering shares and fan products, such as t-shirts. The duo put their project on to nine 

crowdfunding websites, and the film was backed by supportive fans with a total of 1 million 

euros.
27

 One could say this huge success launched a boom of crowdfunding and countless 

Arts projects have since been crowdfunded or crowdsourced in the Nordic countries.
28

 

Currently there are five crowdfunding platforms in Finland. Three of these are 

reward-based platforms: Mesenaatti, Invesdor and Venture Bonsai. Invesdor and Venture 

Bonsai are both targeted for start-up businesses and both require a minimum project target of 

€20,000.
29

 The minimum target for projects in Mesenaatti is €1,000 which is one of the main 

reasons it was chosen as a platform for Tracing Finds. Mesenaatti was founded in 2012, and it 

is the first crowdfunding website in Finland. Since its launch the site has hosted a number of 

successfully funded projects. Mesenaatti accepts any kind of project but they are a platform 

mainly for projects in culture, innovation, education or social themes.
30

 Tracing Finds was the 

first science project on Mesenaatti. The website operates on commission which is currently 

set at 7% of every successfully funded project. If the campaign is not funded successfully, all 

funds are returned to the participants.
31

 Mesenaatti operates with an online bank service Holvi 

Payment Services Oy. Each project must create an online bank account with Holvi, and this 

account is connected with the campaign web shop. All purchases therefore go through Holvi 

web shop, even though the project homepage is in Mesenaatti. At the moment Holvi services 

do not charge monthly fees, but take a €0.90 fee on all incoming and outgoing payments, and 

3% service charge for credit card payments.
32

 

Each project on Mesenaatti must create a profile or campaign page with images 

and videos. The profile has an introduction on the project, the target and how the funds will 

be used, and an appeal to the prospective funders. Each project must offer pledges, whether in 

being the final product such as books, albums, tickets to the performance, or other goods such 

                                                           
27

 Solar Films 2011.  

28
 Virki 2012. 

29
 Uusikartano 2013: 20–23. 

30
 Mesenaatti 2014a. 

31
 Mesenaatti 2014a. 

32
 Mesenaatti 2014b. 
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as postcards and prints.
33

 The features of successful and interesting crowdfunding campaigns 

have been researched by Uusi-Kartano.
34

 Uusi-Kartano’s survey of crowdfunding participants 

discovered that the most appealing crowdfunding projects are science and games.
35

 Most 

respondents (57%) strongly agreed that crowdfunding is an “excellent idea and the popularity 

should be enforced”. Respondents also strongly agreed that crowdfunding is an opportunity to 

be a part of interesting projects (41%).
36

 

 

1.1.2. Crowdfunding archaeology 

Funding archaeological excavations in Finland is regulated by legislation.
 37

 This means that 

archaeological surveys at building sites are paid for by the constructors, and public bodies, 

such as the National Board of Antiquities, are funded by public money. The university 

archaeology departments carry out excavations using their own budget. In University of Oulu 

the yearly budget for archaeology is around €20,000, which must cover all expenses apart 

from staff salaries.
38

 Excavations funded by the party responsible for private or public works 

can vary in cost: an excavation in Sahalahti Uotila 2, Kangasala, cost €27,614 for three weeks 

in 2011.
39

 Another three-week excavation in Pyöriäsuo, Oulu, cost €60,000.
40

 Both 

excavations were funded by private companies carrying out building works on the site after 

the legislative archaeological excavation. All in all, the costs for excavations are high, and 

attempting to use crowdfunding to cover all costs for excavations in Finland is perhaps a little 

too ambitious at this time. 

In recent years crowdfunding has been applied to archaeology. The nature of 

most projects in websites such the American Kickstarter and Finnish Mesenaatti is that the 

participant gives money to support the project, but also receives a pledge in return. The value 

of the pledge depends on the amount of money given, and the value and pledge are created by 

each project. The Maeander Archaeology Project in Turkey is one of the first archaeological 

                                                           
33

 Mesenaatti 2014b. 

34
 Uusi-Kartano 2013. 

35
 Uusi-Kartano 2013: 63. 

36
 Uusi-Kartano 2013: 67. 

37
 Antiquities Act 295/1963 15 §. 

38
 Herva 2014 (pers.comm.) 

39
 Raninen 2011. 

40
 Seppä 2011. 
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projects that used crowdsourcing as a method of funding. The project struggled to gather all 

the funding necessary to go ahead, and a funding appeal for the project was put on Kickstarter 

as a try-out by one of the archaeologists in the project, Colleen Morgan, in June 2011.
41

 

Money gathered through Kickstarter –website was intended to be used as an 

additional funding rather than as means to cover all the costs of the excavation. In the 

Maeander project the pledges ranged from a digital copy of the excavation report e-book for 

$5, to a print of field notes or of artefact drawings for $25, or an engraved trowel for $250. 

The project managed to gather over $5,000 in the 30 days it was online but unfortunately all 

funds had to be returned to the participants as the project failed to attain the necessary 

excavation permits in Turkey.
42

 The Maeander Project reached its target thanks to the fairly 

popular archaeology blog by Colleen Morgan. Morgan says her promotional video reached a 

lot of people who read her blog, and in return the readers shared it and donated money. Even 

though the project was cancelled, Morgan says she would use crowdfunding again, but only 

as a last resort.
43

 

One successfully completed crowdfunded archaeological/anthropological 

research was carried out by anthropologist professor Kristina Killgrove in 2011. Her Ancient 

Roman DNA project raised $10,171 via RocketHub, an American crowdfunding website. The 

project applied for funding to carry out DNA tests on the remains of the lower class and 

slaves of Ancient Rome. Killgrove had been writing a popular anthropology blog since 2007 

and therefore had a regular fan base. The project reached the target amount of $6,000 in just 

11 days.
44

 By the end of the funding campaign the target was nearly doubled, and Killgrove 

was able to do DNA analysis on more remains than she originally intended. Killgrove says 

she would “absolutely” use crowdfunding again if she needed to.
45

 

The success of Killgrove’s project can easily be traced to her popular blog and 

its numerous followers. She is able to write about her research in a compelling and interesting 

way, and she has vast range of followers from people interested in Ancient Rome to 

genealogists. In an interview with #SciFund she said that the diversity of the audiences helped 

                                                           
41

 Morgan 2011b. 

42
 Morgan 2011a.  

43
 Morgan 2013 (Pers. comm.) 

44
 Killgrove 2011.  

45
 Killgrove 2013 (Pers. comm.)  
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to spread the word. She also asked her family and friends to contribute with a small amount at 

the beginning of the funding campaign to show the project had created interest.
46

 

Another hugely successful project, albeit a little different to the previously 

mentioned projects, was a Bronze Age timber site Flag Fen in Cambridgeshire, England, in 

2012. This was one of the first crowdfunded archaeological projects in the United Kingdom
47

, 

and gained £27,000. The public had a chance at taking part in the excavation after paying 

£125, and they were welcomed to excavate for any period of time after taking a master class 

from an archaeologist on the site. Other ways to contribute included a £10 fee for access to 

the project website and see the daily updates of finds and interviews of the archaeologists on 

the site.
48

 The fundraising was organised by DigVentures Ltd, a London based non-profit 

team of archaeologists “committed to providing seed capital and building audiences for 

archaeology projects worldwide”.
49

  

In summer 2014 DigVentures organised another crowdfunded project, Saints & 

Secrets 2014, at the medieval Leiston Abbey where they continued their research from the 

previous year, which was also crowdfunded. This time the excavation project received a 

£75,000 grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund. DigVentures was successful in reaching their 

crowdfunding target of £18,000 in July 2014. The projects that DigVentures organise are 

large: they appeal to the hobbyist archaeologists by organising large scale excavations that 

need a lot of labour force. They also use some of the latest technology, which authenticates 

the professionalism of their research.
50

 

One of the combining features of crowdfunded archaeological projects is the 

effect of the Internet and social media on the success of crowdsourcing. Organisations like 

DigVentures Ltd reach a large number of people thanks to their efficient online marketing and 

activity on social media, co-working with the councils
51

 and getting coverage from major 

media networks such as the BBC. Their website is professionally made and it is fun to read. 

They succeed in making archaeology exciting, approachable and inclusive, which is proven 

by the large number of participants in their projects.  

                                                           
46

 Ranganathan 2011. 

47
 Palmer 2012a. 

48
 Palmer 2012b. 

49
 DigVentures 2013a. 

50
 DigVentures 2014. 

51
 Flag Fen is one of the City of Peterborough main attractions. The site is also listed by English Heritage. 
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The most popular pledge in the support of the Maeander Project was a collection 

of five photographs of the site and of the archaeologists for $50, equivalent to around €37, 

bought by 12 backers. Other popular pledges were the cheaper products: a digital copy of the 

e-book for $5 and a print of field notes or a drawing of an artefact for $25, both backed by 11 

people. The most expensive pledge was all the pledges including a printed copy of the 

excavation book, signed by the excavating team for $500. The most popular pledges in 

Killgrove’s Ancient Roman DNA project were postcards of the Roman skulls that were 

analysed in her research. The prices of the pledges varied from $5 to $1,000. The most 

popular pledge, a personalised thank-you Roman skull card for $20, was sold to 78 backers.
52

 

It is important to define what the physical elements of archaeology are that 

appeal to the public the most and what is possible to provide for them as one cannot give 

away any real objects or genuine documentation. It would be desirable that the pledge would 

be something easily produced, or that the margin would be high enough so the production 

costs are kept lower than the price of the pledge. One can make a choice of either purchasing 

the more expensive products in advance so that there is a limited number to be sold, for 

example trowels with personalized engraving, or choose something that can be easily copied 

and produced, such as photographs and postcards.  

 

2. CROWDSOURCING PARTICIPATION 

In its essence volunteering is ‘a contribution of time without coercion or compensation’,
53

 but 

it is important to distinguish that a volunteering activity is something beneficial to the group 

or field. Volunteering has traditionally been a part of religious and hobby groups, but also 

health care organisations, such as the Red Cross,
54

 and museums in Finland utilize volunteers 

to some extent.
55

 Volunteering has been a natural part of museums in the United Kingdom for 

decades with positive outcomes and experiences for both museum and volunteer.  

Volunteering in Finland has generally existed in the shape of volunteer 

organisations, such as different friends of museums groups
56

 and several local history 

                                                           
52

 Morgan 2011a. 

53
 Smith 1994: 243—263. 

54
 Hanafi 2011. 

55
 Ojala & Talasniemi 2011: 18—19. 

56
 Ojala & Talasniemi 2011: 18—19. 
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museums run by volunteers.
57

 In Finland volunteering in a museum or similar organisation 

has sometimes been seen as problematic since they could be used to replace professionals, 

which is why some museum professionals oppose the use of volunteers. Porvoo Museum 

director Merja Herranen states that volunteering should not in any case replace professionals, 

but rather support their work.
58

 The clear benefit for the volunteer speaks volumes: studies 

show that people who volunteer are generally happier mentally and physically when they are 

doing something that helps a cause. Museums today should drive towards unlocking the 

potential of volunteers. Hirvilammi and Viitanen point out that to preserve local histories and 

museums the people must be encouraged to hold on to their histories.
59

 

 

2.1. Volunteering figures 

In England, it is estimated that one in three people volunteer formally at least once a month.
60

 

Community Life Survey 2012—2013 found that 71% of the people had volunteered within 

the last year, and 49% had volunteered at least once a month in the past 12 months. The 

figures show an increase in volunteering and civic actions since the previous survey in 

2010—2011, along with the number of people who donate money to charities. The biggest 

motivation for participation in volunteering activities was the desire to serve the community, 

or being asked to get involved.
61

  A survey by Statistics Finland in 2009 found that a third of 

people over the age of 10 had volunteered within the last month, and 40% within the last 12 

months in Finland. Most volunteers were highly educated or entrepreneurs, but the largest 

group of volunteers were agricultural entrepreneurs.
62

  

Although volunteering increased in Finland between 1999 and 2009,
63

 the 

figures are still considerably lower compared to the English estimate. In England volunteers 

are systematically recruited to support existing organisations and groups
64

, whereas in Finland 

volunteer groups are commonly run by a group of enthusiasts, such as sports clubs and 
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parental leagues, or political parties and trade unions.
65

 Even though Finns volunteer a lot, 

there are still fairly low numbers of organisations that actively recruit volunteers in Finland. 

Another reason could be that Finns prefer to participate in small scale groups run by them, 

such as for example housing cooperatives, hobby groups or religious groups organised by the 

local churches. 

As the figures above indicate, volunteering and active participation is a growing 

trend, facilitated by the Internet. Taking part in a volunteer group or cause of your choice has 

become easy and effortless. In the United Kingdom, countless websites listing charities and 

other volunteering opportunities have been formed and one can simply browse the website 

and choose what they want to do. Aitamurto points out that nowadays people are more willing 

to support a specific project rather than the whole organisation.
66

 This prompts organisations 

to change the way they operate if they want to attract more participants. The demand for 

transparent communication between the benefactor and organisation
67

 has the potential to 

enable one-off crowdsourcing projects that allows close communication and action with the 

participant. 

 

2.2. Active participation in archaeology 

The United Kingdom is one of the leading countries when it comes to participatory 

archaeology. A survey by the Council for British Archaeology (CBA) discovered that there 

are at least 2,030 active voluntary groups and societies in the United Kingdom, with 

approximately 215,000 participants. The survey listed some of the most common activities the 

groups were involved with. These activities were recording through photography, attending 

lectures and talks, lobbying on heritage issues, and fieldwalking. Archaeological excavations 

were a large part of participatory archaeology with 41% of instances.
68

  

Participatory archaeology in Finland is still relatively new form of archaeology, 

if one does not take public excavations into account. In 2008 the Pirkanmaa Provincial 

Museum launched a project ‘Adopt a Monument’, which aimed to bring archaeological 

heritage to the everyday-life of the people.
69

 The project managed to engage groups of 
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enthusiasts and even new heritage groups were formed during the process. ‘Adopt a 

Monument’ was beneficial to both parties: the monuments were looked after and maintained 

by the volunteer groups, and the museum provided the volunteers continued support, such as 

training events and field trips.
70

 

 

2.2.1. Public excavations 

Public excavations have been studied in the recent years, and the benefits to scientific 

research can be scarce or problematic. The survey by CBA found out that public excavations 

were a cause for concern to some archaeologists, as they feel volunteers are mostly interested 

in excavations. This was seen as a potential threat as untrained volunteers could cause 

significant damage to sites.
71

 Some archaeologists are worried that untrained volunteers will 

be used to replace professionals. Using untrained volunteers at excavations could distort the 

image of who can do archaeological research. Siltainsuu discovered that some student 

archaeologists felt untrained volunteers were used to replace them in an already poor 

employment situation.
72

 

Public excavations have been used in aid to increase public interest in local 

history and archaeology, as increasing the public involvement can be beneficial for the 

protection of the sites, but can also create and increase the sense of community identity.
73

 

Volunteers at the site also force the archaeologists to process the site and argument their 

case.
74

 In some cases lectures, guided tours and exhibitions have also been used in support of 

publicizing archaeology. Esa Mikkola held a lecture at Arkeologipäivät (Archaeology 

Seminar) in 2009 regarding a public excavation at Vainiomäki in Laitila, where he was the 

supervising archaeologist.  

The biggest challenge for organizing public excavations in Mikkola’s opinion is 

funding, or more so the lack of it. Mikkola says the public requires training and supervision 

for which the team of archaeologists in this case did not have enough resources. The time 

taken to instruct the public was time lost in research. The supervising archaeologist was also 

expected to have experience in public relations, which is not generally a part of an 
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archaeologist’s job description.
75

 However public excavations have been popular in Finland 

and the survey by Siltainsuu in 2011 revealed that most volunteer archaeologists would take 

part in excavations again in the future.
76

 

One of the positive outcomes mentioned by DigVentures projects director 

Brendon Wilkins in an interview with the BBC was that the public who joined the excavation 

brought not only funding, but also labour to the site.
77

 DigVentures also promote other public 

excavations around the world, and at the time of writing this thesis all the projects included an 

opportunity to join the excavation. The organisation also arranges “Dirty Weekends” – 

weekends including tuition, lunches, lectures and an opportunity in taking part in excavating 

at a site.
78

 The DigVentures website does not provide figures of how many people take part in 

the weekend projects, but say the weekends have been hugely popular. DigVentures makes a 

clear separation from the more commercial sites such as Kickstarter by stating they provide a 

niche service focusing solely on archaeology, therefore reaching the people who are already 

interested in getting involved.
79

 

 

2.2.2. Metal detecting and archaeology 

The popularity of the metal detecting hobby has caused friction between archaeologists and 

metal detector users in the past, and still dividing opinions amongst archaeologists. These 

often difficult relationships are being addressed, as more and more people are starting to use 

metal detectors. Many positive projects have been created in the United Kingdom and Finland 

in recent years to develop the relationships. One British example of such project is Portable 

Antiquities Scheme (PAS). The PAS facilitates the recording of all metal detecting finds to an 

official database. The scheme which went nationwide in the United Kingdom in 2003 “has 

demonstrated a substantial increase in the number of objects reported, implying an 

improvement in relationships with metal-detector users.”
80

 However, Thomas emphasizes that 
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even though there are positive experiences with PAS, it should not divert archaeologists from 

becoming more inclusive.
81

 

 Similar trends can be found in Finland: the National Board of Antiquities 

expects to receive over 1500 objects found by metal detector users in 2014. The number has 

grown exponentially from last year when the Board received only a few hundred objects.
82

 

The huge rise in reported finds speaks for itself: metal detecting as a hobby has become 

popular. However the Board cannot process all the reported finds due to limited resources, 

and in some cases the metal detectorist has unknowingly destroyed parts of the object by 

cleaning it.
83

 Museums and officials in Finland have reacted to the huge surge in metal 

detecting by creating guide books and talks to teach hobbyists about the laws, and offer 

guidance on how to record and report their finds.
84

 

 Espoo City Museum organised a metal detecting event with hobbyists and 

archaeologists in April 2014 in a field next to the Glims Farmstead Museum. The hobbyists 

used their metal detectors to go through the 4500m² field and archaeology students from 

University of Helsinki recorded the find spots. The event was a success. It showed the 

organisers that hobbyists are eager to help research, but they also need clear guidance. The 

Espoo City Museum carried out an extensive metal detectorist survey for their exhibition on 

metal detecting. The survey found that the hobbyists do not seek objects that make them rich, 

but rather the motivation is to help research. Most hobbyists call themselves ‘local historians’ 

or see themselves as ‘past-time archaeologists’, and mainly notify museums about their finds. 

Most respondents to the survey hoped more collaboration with professionals, and more 

guidance on best practices.
85

 

 Metal detectorists and archaeologists can work together. There are several 

positive examples of co-working with the hobbyists, and the difficult relationships in the past 

should remain in the past. Siltainsuu & Wessman point out that many significant 

archaeological sites and stray finds would remain unknown had there not been metal 

detectorists. Metal detectorists are eager to work together with archaeologists, who would 
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benefit from the free workforce.
86

 One site that would have remained unknown, had it not 

been for a local metal detector enthusiast, is Pirttitörmä in Ii. During the course of the summer 

excavation in 2014, the site turned out to be a significant Iron Age settlement. 

 

3. CROWDSOURCING DATA  

Crowdsourcing can be used to aid scientific research by engaging the public to produce useful 

data, when the research area is large and the volume increases the value of the research. 

Crowdsourcing data has been used for several years, most notably for national bird counts in 

various countries.
87

 NASA invited amateurs to go through their entire database of images of 

surface of Mars and spot craters, and hundreds of volunteers took part.
88

 The crowd is an 

invaluable resource as work force, and its benefits are utilized in scientific projects to the 

extent that sometimes researchers become dependent on amateurs for gathering the raw data. 

This is the case especially with ornithology and astronomy, where gathering the same amount 

of data could take years for professionals.
89

 

Some Finnish examples of crowdsourced data come from environment and 

travel. A recently started doctoral dissertation by Miisa Perälä uses visitor feedback from 

Oulanka national park to create a map of visitor experiences. The purpose is to get the 

participant, or visitor, to deliver information that could be used for recording levels of 

erosion, problems in site infrastructure, and mark popular sights that could be used for 

marketing and visitor experience development.
90

 Similar work was done in the VAAKA-

project, which changed PPGIS (Public Participation GIS) traditionally used in urban 

environments to a natural park area in Vaara-Kainuu. Visitor experience and feedback was 

used to identify visitor preferences, levels of crowdedness and sights that were ecologically 

and culturally significant.
91
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3.1. Crowdsourcing data for archaeology 

One modern example of crowdsourcing archaeological data is Scotland’s Coastal Heritage at 

Risk project by the SCAPE Trust (Scottish coastal archaeology and the problem of erosion). 

SCAPE Trust was awarded Best Community Engagement Project in 2014 by the British 

Archaeological Awards. SCAPE Trust was also awarded Best Archaeological Innovation 

2014 for their Sites at Risk web portal and mobile application.
92

 One of the Trust’s projects, 

The Shorewatch Project, encouraged the public to record coastal erosion of 940 

archaeological sites listed as endangered or at risk, and record the current state of the site by 

using a free smartphone application. The philosophy behind the project is two-ways: getting 

the public involved in the archaeological sites in the coast and providing the organisation 

information of the levels of erosion and site condition.
93

 

A project in Greece and Italy utilises the public to aid the professionals in 

conservation and enhance customer experience at two heritage sites: Paestum in Italy and 

Mycene in Greece. The Agamemnon Consortium created a multimedia tool for customers to 

use when visiting the sites. The programme would create a profile of the user, and plan a 

route based on the visitor’s interests. Reaching certain points on the route mapped by the 

program, the visitor would take photographs of the points of interest and upload them on the 

application. The program would also give the visitor personalised information based on their 

interests and location on the site. The site managers would then be able to analyse the 

condition of the site based on the visitor images and see if any patterns evolve that might 

endanger the site and cause erosion. The data provided by the visitors could also be used to 

improve visitor experience by understanding visitor patterns and behaviour.
94

  

Both of these projects, although different, are projects that have huge benefits 

for the archaeological conservation of the sites and visitor experience development. Both 

projects take advantage of the participants who would probably walk around the recorded 

areas anyway – Shorewatch could be used by walkers and hikers interested in heritage or 

coastal conditions, or community groups and heritage societies; Agamemnon was used by 

tourists who visited the site and who in return received personalised information. 
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4. CROWDFUNDING METHODS 

Henceforth this paper will discuss the creation and execution of the crowdfunding project 

Tracing Finds. This crowdfunding campaign was created solely for the purposes of this thesis 

by the author. The campaign managed to gather €1320 via Mesenaatti crowdfunding platform. 

The next chapter will discuss the issues around organising a crowdfunding campaign. 

 

4.1. Problems and limitations 

4.1.1. Legal limitations 

In Finland crowdfunding is regulated by state laws, and crowdfunding for universities is 

regulated by state laws and university regulations. Crowdfunding is regulated by the value 

added tax act (1501/1993) and the money collection act (255/2006). Both acts ensure that the 

campaign organiser must have a money collection permit and VAT must be paid for each 

sale. If crowdfunding is organised by a non-profit organisation VAT can be avoided and the 

organiser does not need a money collection permit, but they must offer a pledge in return for 

the funds. Tracing Finds campaign was organised in collaboration with Finnish Association 

for Supporting Archaeological Research (FASAR),
95

 which is a non-profit organisation and 

VAT was therefore not applicable. However FASAR are looking into applying for a money 

collection permit. 

The University of Oulu has been issued a money collection permit, and the 

university accepts general donations or specified donations. The donor can request that their 

donation goes to a specific target, for example investment in equipment. Other options to 

target donations are stipends for students or other grant funds, or funding a five-year 

professorship. The University of Oulu does not mention any other donation sums apart from 

sponsored professorship at €120,000 per year.
96

 It is not clear whether there is a minimum 

sum for donations, and the nature of fundraising for University of Oulu is drastically different 

from crowdfunding. At this time the University of Oulu was thought to be an unsuitable 

fundraising channel, and another crowdfunding platform was chosen for the purposes of this 

crowdfunding project. A special permission to pioneer a traditional crowdfunding campaign 

for the University of Oulu archaeology subject was applied for from the University of Oulu 
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Research Committee at the Faculty of Humanities. The permission was granted as the 

Committee expressed interested in seeing the results of the campaign, and as University of 

Oulu is considering changing the fundraising regulations to a less bureaucratic form. 

For being able to direct the funds for radiocarbon dating the funds were 

deposited with FASAR after the campaign finished. FASAR will commission a stipend for 

two samples to be analysed at the end of the year 2014 in a laboratory chosen by the 

excavation director, PhD student Ville Hakamäki. Any pledge production costs were billed 

from FASAR. FASAR will deduct a small commission from the funds once the radiocarbon 

dating samples have been ordered. 

 

4.1.2. Secrecy 

Due to the delicate location of the site in a small, sparsely populated island and threat of 

looting, the exact location of the excavation had to be kept a secret to ensure safety of the site. 

Some members of the team felt that looting was a genuine threat. The threat was felt so 

strongly that some considered to install a wildlife camera to protect the site. These feelings 

were mainly derived from negative experiences regarding the site in Pirttitörmä. The previous 

year the site was accessed by an outsider, who carried out extensive digging and therefore 

caused damage to the site. Although the matter was resolved and relevant people were 

notified of why the site must remain a secret, conscious efforts were carried out to build better 

relationships between the people involved by creating inclusive co-operation. To protect the 

identity of the people involved this thesis will not discuss the methods in detail. 

As the site location had to remain a secret, it needed another name. The team 

found the name Pirttitörmä in the cadastral registry. Pirttitörmä is an old name for the site, and 

the name is not common knowledge. Consequently a completely different site had the same 

name in Ii, some kilometres away from Illinsaari. This was thought to be an opportunity to 

confuse possible looters while at the same time using the real name for the site. Location was 

hence referred to as Pirttitörmä in Ii. No maps or information indicated that the excavation 

site was on an island, or the name of the island, were released in any media. 

The team felt uncomfortable with the secrecy around the location. In the 

beginning of the excavation the students were asked not to release any location details, and 

visiting journalists were asked not to print any maps or location names in their articles. A 

special agreement was formed with two journalists from local newspaper Kaleva, who agreed 

to refer to the site only as Pirttitörmä in Ii. These Kaleva published two newspaper articles on 
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13
th

 June and 16
th

 June 2014 (attachments 1 & 2). Kaleva articles will be discussed in chapter 

5.1. 

The secrecy posed some limitations for the blog posts and subsequent daily 

updates. It limited us from sending out maps of any kind or information of the history of the 

island. This interfered with the information that was provided for the participants, and this 

could be seen in the feedback from the participant. However some current archaeological 

research in another location in Illinsaari was covered in daily updates. Some funders had 

wanted maps of the region and excavation site in the daily updates. It could have benefited 

our case had the reason for the lack of maps been explained to the funders, but concealing the 

site location was thought to have looked like a sign of mistrust, and therefore reason was not 

revealed. 

 

4.1.3. Budget and marketing 

The campaign was organised without a budget. Some costs caused by the production of 

pledges and payments for the crowdfunding websites Mesenaatti and Holvi were covered with 

the funding donated by the participants. The costs were kept to a minimum to avoid any 

excess funds being spent. The archaeology degree programme at University of Oulu agreed to 

cover additional costs caused, such as postal and printing costs, as the project was part of a 

degree. 

To follow previous methods by other crowdfunded projects, the marketing of 

Tracing Finds relied heavily on social media. Some research of Facebook marketing indicate 

that the most effective way to engage people is to communicate more as a friend rather as an 

impersonal being. It is also recommended that updates and posts should include a reason for 

communication, meaning that the reader is activated in responding to the post.
97

 Frequent 

updates were posted on Facebook during the fundraising timeframe both on a personal level 

and by FASAR. The FASAR Facebook page was updated at least once a week before the 

excavation and several times a week during the excavation. FASAR Facebook page gained 

over 100 likes within the first week of starting the collaboration with Tracing Finds, which 
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indicates that promoting the campaign was somewhat successful. Promotion emails were sent 

to various archaeology and history mailing lists
98

 by FASAR and the team.  

 

4.2. Publicity and websites  

The successful crowdfunded projects introduced earlier in this paper already had followers 

and readers – a dedicated audience, who were already interested in the research. Both 

Killgrove and Morgan mention that with the help of a fan base it was easy to spread the word 

and get more people interested and aware of their projects.
99

 For Tracing Finds the targeted 

audiences were the general public, local communities and hobbyists in the field of metal 

detecting, history and archaeology, archaeology students and professionals — not forgetting 

the friends and relatives of everyone involved. From the beginning of this campaign a large 

audience had been identified in metal detectorists who are largely organised and therefore 

easily targeted.  

 

4.2.1. Blog 

The project needed a name that would be interesting and easy to remember. Using only the 

site name was thought to create an image that was not what we wanted: the purpose was to a 

create unified concept, similar to a brand. Most archaeology blogs have creative names, and 

titles with only site names are generally avoided. As the site was found by a metal detectorist, 

it inspired the creation of the name: metal detectorist found the stray finds, and now the 

archaeologists are tracing the context of the finds – the archaeologists are tracing finds. 

One combining feature of successful crowdfunding projects is a blog and 

therefore Tracing Finds -blog was created.
100

 The topic of the blog was Ii in the Iron Age, and 

the blog included posts about the finds and excavations in Ii and the history of Ii. The blog 

was created in May before the fundraising campaign started, and it included weekly posts on 

the history and previous excavations in Ii and Illinsaari. The purpose was to generate interest 

towards the excavation and funding campaign, and notify people that an excavation was 

taking place in the area. Without the Tracing Finds project, local people might not have 

known about the excavation had the local media decided not to report about it. The blog was 
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not updated during the excavation as it was considered unfair towards those who had paid to 

receive the daily updates from the field.  

In hindsight weekly blog posts could have been beneficial in gaining more 

funders, as some perhaps thought they would not receive all daily updates once the excavation 

had already started — this was asked verbally from the organiser by a few sources, and it is 

fair to assume several other people might have been contemplating the same question. At the 

time it was thought too much work for the organiser to write separate, shorter weekly updates 

for the blog as the days were already nearly 12 hours long, and the team did not have the 

resources to carry out this idea.  

Despite the lack of blog updates during the excavation however, regular updates 

were posted on FASAR Facebook page each time a new blog entry was published, and other 

Facebook updates from the excavation were posted during the excavation to encourage people 

to participate in fundraising. Some images that were not in the daily updates were posted on 

the Facebook page to make content more interesting for those participants who were 

following both the Facebook page and daily updates. 

 

4.2.2. Crowdfunding website 

The most suitable crowdfunding platform for this project was thought to be Mesenaatti. 

Mesenaatti hosts small projects, and the lowest minimum target is €1000. The target for 

Tracing Finds was set at €1500, which would provide for three radiocarbon datings. 

Originally the target for Tracing Finds was €500 — the price of one radiocarbon dating. As 

the minimum target had to be set higher, the team decided to choose the target based on how 

many radiocarbon dating samples would be ideal for the research. In the end Tracing Finds 

managed to gather €1320 through crowdfunding. All in all the funds available for radiocarbon 

dating were €1142 after the fees by Mesenaatti, Holvi services and pledge production costs 

were deducted. 

Each project has a profile page on Mesenaatti, where one can add videos and 

images. Tracing Finds did not have any videos, and the main campaign image used in both 

blog and crowdfunding page was taken a year earlier in an excavation in Suutarinniemi, 

Illinsaari (image 1). As Suutarinniemi is located on the same island, and only less than 1km 

from Pirttitörmä, using an image from the excavation was thought to be appropriate.   
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Image 1. Blog title picture. 

 

Tracing Finds Mesenaatti campaign page was created in Finnish and English. It was believed 

to be important to offer information of the campaign in both languages to enable international 

coverage. A problem arose in releasing the campaign as the project organiser, i.e. the team, 

did not have access to edit the Mesenaatti project page. Several spelling mistakes and other 

formatting problems were spotted after the publication, and it took some time to get them 

corrected by the website admins. The mistakes were minor, and the damages caused by them 

are thought to have been minor to non-existent. 

The blog and Facebook posts were written only in Finnish. It was thought to be 

too much work to translate all blog posts in English, as at the beginning of the campaign it 

was not thought to gain any attention or interest abroad. In hindsight this was overlooked as 

crowdfunding archaeology is a current issue globally, and the campaign could have had more 

opportunities abroad had the communication been in English. All pledges were offered in 

Finnish and English, apart from excavation report. The team did not have the resources to 

translate the excavation report, but it was nevertheless offered to non-Finnish speakers as it 

would contain maps and other additional information not covered in the daily updates. The 

excavation report is a mandatory report for every excavation, and it is written by the 

excavation director. For Pirttitörmä and Tracing Finds, excavation director Ville Hakamäki 

agreed to write the report by the end of the year 2014, so that the report could be sent to 

participants by the end of January 2015. Collaboration and Hakamäki’s willingness to 

produce the excavation report to a certain deadline enabled us to offer the excavation report as 

one of the pledges. 
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4.3. Pledges: how and why 

The pledges were decided upon based on the previous projects, with limitations on what could 

be easily and cost effectively produced for the purposes of this campaign. First suggestions 

for suitable pledges included maps and drawings of the excavation area, but the idea was 

scrapped. Maps drawn at site are not necessarily high quality, and some are known to have 

been drenched in rain. Any drawings of finds are done too late in regards to the pledge 

delivery time limit.  

The prices were decided amongst the research team. Some example was taken 

from previous crowdfunding campaigns, abroad and in Finland. Initially the team placed very 

low prices for all pledges – the price for the certificate was set at €5. However, as the 

production costs were calculated it was thought that perhaps a higher price would provide for 

more profit. The subsequent pledges follow a linear cost growth with €5 addition to the price. 

There was a €10 difference between the daily update with excavation report, and tour on the 

excavation. It was noted that in the future pledges should be offered in all price ranges.  

Production costs were kept at a minimum so that the profit margin would be as 

high as possible (table 1). The table includes postage costs, which at September 2014 were €1 

for first class postage, and production costs are calculated per piece. Although in this case the 

University of Oulu reimbursed all postage costs, they are nevertheless included in the 

calculations. At the same time printing costs for coloured A4 at the University of Oulu is 

€0.40. Prices of the pledges were determined fairly low to make the decision to participate 

easy and affordable. Only one item, the photographs, had to be outsourced and at the time of 

production the price for one photograph was €0.49. Personnel costs are not included, except 

for Ancient monument tour, as the production of the pledges was part of this thesis. 
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Table 1. Production costs. 

Pledge Selling price (€) Production cost (€) 

Certificate 10 1,40 

Photographs x5 15 3,45
101

 

Daily update (Finnish) 20 0 

Daily update (English) 25 0 

Daily update and excavation report 30 7 (estimate)
102

 

Tour on the excavation 50 60 

Ancient monument tour 500 >500 

 

Table 2 presents how many items were sold and the net profit with production 

costs removed. The most popular pledge was Daily update and excavation report, which was 

bought by 21 participants. The least successful pledge was Ancient monument tour. This 

pledge was added as a “super pledge” and realistically it was not expected to be sold. 

Unexpectedly the cheapest item, the certificate, was purchased only by one participant. 

 

Table 2. Items sold. 

Pledge No. of items sold Net profit (€) minus 

production costs 

Certificate 1 8,60 

Photographs x5 7 80,85 

Daily update (Finnish) 15 300 

Daily update (English) 1 25 

Daily update and excavation report 21 483 

Tour on the excavation 5 190 

Ancient monument tour 0 0 

 

4.3.1. Certificate  

The production costs for the certificate consisted of printing a full colour A4 sheet and 

postage costs. It took roughly an hour to produce the certificate. Only one person purchased 

the certificate pledge. This was somewhat a surprise, as at the beginning the certificate was 
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thought to sell the most due to its low price. The price was kept low so that the entry level 

would be as low as possible and many people would take part. It is not known why the 

certificate did not sell as much as expected, but either the pledge was not interesting or 

participants wanted to donate more. For the future a possible low-level entry pledge could be 

postcards, as they were hugely popular in Killgrove’s project and FASAR is also offering 

postcards and personalised stamps as pledges in their current project.
103

 However the 

production of stamps or postcards is a bigger investment and therefore a bigger risk for the 

organiser. In a crowdfunded project the costs should not in any case be higher that the profit. 

The certificate was created (attachment 3) with Windows Word diploma certificate template, 

and sent to the participant in early August along with joining instructions and information 

about FASAR.  

 

4.3.2. Photographs 

Photographs were chosen as a pledge as they are easy to create and relatively cheap to 

produce. Photographs can be a high value source of information, and an easy way of 

presenting what went on in the excavation. Photographs were thought to be a good substitute 

for any real excavation documentation, such as drawings. They are also a good substitute for 

postcards. 

The photographs turned out to be the third most popular pledge (table 2), and 

were sold to 7 individual participants. The photographs were chosen from a large selection of 

images taken during the excavation. Choosing only five photographs, out of nearly 500, that 

would best describe the two week excavation, the site and finds, was a challenging decision. It 

was also thought that images that had not featured in daily updates or Facebook should be 

chosen to avoid any disappointments by the participants. One participant had purchased both 

photographs and daily updates, which gave us the reason to choose unique images for 

production.  

The chosen photographs were of the excavation trenches, levels and finds. A 

copyright watermark ‘Arkeologian laboratorio’ was added to each photo to prevent any 

unauthorised use of the images. Copyright was given to Archaeology Laboratory, which 

means the images can be used in publications by the laboratory. The photographs were 

developed by using an outsourced company and sent to the funder by post in early August. An 
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information sheet was sent along with the photographs describing the content of each picture 

(see attachment 4), along with joining instructions and information about FASAR.  

 

4.3.3. Daily updates 

The easiest and most popular pledge was, as predicted, the daily updates (table 2). First ideas 

in regards to the content of the updates were interviews of the excavating students and 

researchers, maps and pictures. One idea was that some updates could be written by the 

students on their point of view. This idea was discarded as the daily updates had to be sent the 

same day by 6.00pm, and the suggestion did not arouse any enthusiasm among the students. It 

was thought that for the participant the most beneficial time to receive the update was early 

evening rather than late night. The author of the updates also wanted to get home in a 

reasonable hour. 

The advantage of daily updates is that they act as an excavation diary that could 

possibly be utilised at a later date in the research and in writing the excavation report. They 

also ‘force’ the researching archaeologist to make on-site analysis, as the excavation director 

was asked to give summaries on what they thought the site could be and preliminary thoughts 

on the finds on a daily basis. Combining information and events of each day to short 

summaries could therefore have the possibility to benefit the research at a later date. The 

photographs taken each day could also be used in research, as one can freshen their memories 

by looking through the documentation. Some photographs from the daily updates will also be 

used in the excavation report.
104

  

It was decided the daily updates would to be sent by email in pdf-format. One 

delivery option was to create a website that could be accessed by a password. The password 

would be sent to each participant as they make the purchase. Website based daily updates 

would also have enabled participants to comment and ask questions, but the idea was 

abandoned ultimately due to limitations in technical abilities. The benefit of pdf-format daily 

updates is that the participant can easily save or print each document if they prefer, and by 

doing so the updates can be also accessed offline. 

The content of daily updates was limited strictly to daily events (see sample 

daily update in attachment 5). The overall layout of the daily updates was kept simple, with 

large images or image collages and some text. Other content in regards to history of the 

region was submitted on campaign blog, as the material should have been created in advance. 
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The contents on the daily updates could not have been planned completely, except for small 

additional pieces. The purpose of this approach was to give the reader an accurate image of a 

day at the excavation along with current advances. By doing so it could be possible to give an 

authentic image of excavations and what archaeological research is like in the summer season. 

The updates were written immediately upon return from excavation and sent 

each day around 17.00 from an email address created for the campaign. The content of the 

daily updates was formed during the excavation based on field notes and photographs. Due to 

tight time constraints the updates were written and sent in around one to two hours. The 

length of the daily updates varied between 230 to 320 words, or 8-11 pages. The length of 

updates varied largely based on the size of pictures and whether the excavation day was 

uneventful in terms of finds and discoveries, or if the day had been terminated early. Some 

days extra, often humoristic, information was put in the reports such as ‘Excavation style 

corner’ (attachment 6) and ‘Introduction to common tools’ (attachment 7). These were added 

on reports on uneventful days. Some updates contained links to the blog, if there was a blog 

post that shed more light into something. One such case was a link to ’Tinakannun arvoitus’ 

(The mystery of the tin jug), when referred to the specialty of the location of the excavation. 

Daily update for 13
th

 June contained links to YouTube videos filmed at the excavation. These 

videos were short and mostly humoristic to depict the atmosphere on the site. 

 

4.3.4. Excavation report 

The excavation report was chosen as a pledge as it would be a more in depth report on the 

excavation. The limitations in regards to this were that the report would be published at the 

end of the year. Due to the publication date the pledge submission date was set to end of 

January. The report was offered as an electronic or printed copy, but the preferred submission 

format of each participant was lost due to a technical failure in Holvi online shop service. Due 

to this error both printed and electronic copies will be sent to everyone who purchased the 

excavation report.  

The price for the report was €30 together with the daily updates. The report was 

not offered without the daily updates, as the production of daily updates was practically free. 

Perhaps the excavation report should have been on the pledge list on its own at a lower price 

to see whether people preferred the daily updates or the excavation report. However one must 

remember that the daily updates were practically real-time reports from the excavation, 

whereas one must wait for some months to receive the excavation report. The production 
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costs for the report consist of mainly printing and postage costs. Due to the technical failure, 

the printing and postage costs will rise as the reports will be sent to all 21 participants (table 

2). 

 Excavation reports are a mandatory part of all excavations in Finland. They are 

an official report that has to be written once a site has been excavated. The reports are written 

by the excavation director who is the holder the excavation permit granted by the National 

Board of Antiquities. Excavation reports are in the public domain, which made it a somewhat 

problematic pledge. It was unsure whether people were aware that excavation reports are free 

for anyone to download, and whether people would want to pay for them. However as the 

point of the campaign was to fund research and other pledges were priced above their value, it 

could be argued that home delivery of the excavation report in printed format is something for 

which one might be willing to pay. 

 

4.3.5. Tour on the excavation 

A tour on the excavation was thought to be a good choice for people to get a more in depth 

feel of the excavation. Although generally the public are free to visit any site, in this case 

there were some limitations presented earlier in chapter 4.1. The tour date was set in advance 

based on the availability of site staff. This proved to be a misjudgement as feedback revealed 

some participants were unhappy with the limitation on the visit dates. One participant who 

visited the site came on another date, which was separately arranged with the participant. In 

this case a controlled visit on the site was the only option to substitute unmonitored visits as 

no one outside the archaeology degree programme staff knew where the site was located.  

The price of the tour for the participant was decided to be €50. The reason for 

this amount was that the visit had to be controlled – had the visit been drop-in style the costs 

could have been lower. For the controlled visit the excavation director and other staff would 

have needed to take a break from working to present the excavation and the finds to the 

visitor. All in all, the break could have lasted for at least half a day since the visitor would 

have needed to be taken by car to and from the site. 

 Some participants purchased the tour even though they had no intention of going 

on the tour. Their reason for purchase was that they wanted to give that amount of money 

(€50), and weren’t as such interested in the visit. 3 out of 4 participants who purchased the 

tour were close relatives or friends of the campaign organiser. One participant, the only one 
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who visited the site, was a local historian/archaeologists who knew the research team and 

therefore had a more personal and relaxed visit on the excavation.  

The cost for the tour would have consisted of giving the participant a lift from a 

nearby ski hut, and a coffee and some snacks, and most importantly staff costs. The tour 

would have been a relatively low cost pledge considering the price, if there are many visitors 

at the same time. As the tour was given to only one visitor, the costs were higher. However, 

staff did not receive any payment for the tour as it was organised pro bono.  

 It is unsure why people did not choose the tour. Perhaps some leniency on the 

visit dates would have attracted more participants, but unfortunately in the case of this 

excavation it was not possible. Drop-in visits could be more popular, if the excavation site is 

easier to reach. 

4.3.6. Ancient monument tour 

The Ancient monument tour was added to the pledge list as ‘the ultimate pledge’, as most 

crowdfunding projects have something very special amongst their pledges. In this case it was 

thought that a private tour on the ancient sites and monuments in northern Ostrobothnia with 

the professor of archaeology Vesa-Pekka Herva and the archaeology lecturer Janne Ikäheimo 

would be something that can only happen once in a lifetime. Ancient monument tour was 

created for the ultimate supporter who could be a member of the city council or a company, 

who wanted to offer their support. This pledge was not advertised separately, but for the 

future it might beneficial to send out direct marketing emails to the target groups. 

 The tour would have been the same ancient monument excursion that is part of 

the archaeology degree programme in University of Oulu. This excursion takes place around 

northern Ostrobothnia, and the sites that are visited vary in location, age and type. The ancient 

monument tour would have visited sites from the Neolithic to Iron Age, burials and 

settlements. All in all the tour would have been around 200km trip and would have taken the 

whole day. The participant was required to bring themselves to the university from where the 

tour would have started. 

 Ancient monument tour did not reach any sales. The costs of the tour would 

have consisted of staff salaries and car use, plus petrol per mileage, which all in all would 

have come up to over €500. The rental of the car and petrol alone would have cost around 

€120. Lunch was also included in the pledge, and it would have taken place in the Kierikki 

Stone age centre costing around €20 per person. Even though the expenses to arrange the tour 

will rise higher than the price of the pledge, it might still be beneficial to offer a similar tour 
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in the future. In this case the staff would have worked pro bono, and in doing so redirect their 

salaries for the campaign. If a participant pays €500 for a tour, the money covers staff and 

other expenses, but only other expenses have to be deducted from the donated sum. However 

if there are more than one participant for this pledge the costs for the production of the tour 

are much lower, and the profit margin increases significantly. 

 

5. CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN 

5.1. Media visibility 

The campaign page on Mesenaatti was liked 381 times through Facebook. The Mesenaatti 

website does not reveal whether a page hosted by it was also shared on Facebook. Other 

Facebook pages that are known to have shared the campaign were Oulu University 

Archaeology Laboratory
105

, with 100 followers, and Muinaistutkija
106

 with 334 followers. 

The campaign page was Tweeted 11 times. No campaigning efforts were made on Twitter.   

Archaeology crowdfunding organisation DigVentures was contacted by email in 

hope of getting some advice and publicity on their Facebook page. This contact lead to a 

publication of a blog post on their website
107

 and Facebook page. DigVentures posted the 

campaign twice on their Facebook page, which at the time had over 4,000 followers. The first 

post (image 2), the publication of the DigVentures blog post about Tracing Finds was ‘liked’ 

14 times. The second post (image 3) was the link to the campaign page, and it was ‘liked’ 8 

times. This is not an unusually high or low number of ‘likes’, but more or less an average 

number of ‘likes’ per post for DigVentures. 
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.  

Image 2. DigVentures blog post share on Facebook. 

 

Image 3. DigVentures campaign page share on Facebook. 
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Subsequently another British online archaeology network PastHorizons
108

 published the 

campaign page on their Facebook page Archaeology Trowels and Tools which at the time had 

over 133,000 followers (image 4). Their post was ‘liked’ 541 times and shared 63 times by 

Facebook users. Two funders found the campaign through their posting, both were from 

outside Finland and had different nationalities. These funders had similar motives of 

participation: both wanted to support the research and found the idea of crowdfunding 

archaeology important. One of the funders said they were particularly interested in Finland 

and Finnish language, and therefore wanted to have the excavation report and daily updates to 

learn more Finnish. One of the funders is a professional archaeologist, while the other one 

works in cultural heritage. 

 

Image 4. Archaeology Trowels and Tools Facebook share. 
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As discussed earlier in chapter 4.1.2, the research team was contacted by newspaper Kaleva. 

Kaleva is a northern Finnish newspaper with distribution of over 69,000 with 310,000 readers 

in 2013.
109

 The first article on 13
th

 June by Kaleva discussed crowdfunding phenomenon in 

Finland presenting two different crowdfunding projects, Tracing Finds being one of them 

(attachment 1). Two funds were made on the publication date of the article. The second article 

on 16
th

 June was about the excavation with a sub-article about the crowdfunding campaign 

(attachment 2). This smaller article presented the motives for crowdfunding and the state of 

funding archaeology in Finland. A photo gallery of the excavation was published in Kaleva 

website. The article did not bring any participants, although one person participated on the 

following day. Two participants named Kaleva as the referrer to the campaign (figure 10), and 

this matter will be discussed later in chapter 6. 

 

5.2. Blog visitors 

The blog was marketed on all campaign pages and on Facebook. Facebook was the biggest 

referrer of visits to blog with a total of 284 visits (figure 1). The link to blog was shared on a 

metal detecting hobbyist forum Aarre maan alla by archaeology researcher Jari-Matti Kuusela 

from the University of Oulu.
110

 Blog statistics show 231 visits that were directed through the 

Aarre maan alla forum. 
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The most successful blog post was ‘Harrastajat löytöjen jäljillä’ with a total of 

149 views (figure 2). The post was an interview of a metal detectorist Vesa Ruotsalainen, who 

discovered the site in Pirttitörmä. However only two donations were made the day after the 

post was published on 27
th

 May (figure 5). The correlation between posts and participation 

will be discussed later in the next chapter. 

 

 

 

The most popular blog post and the number of visitors seem to indicate that 

many visitors were more interested in metal detecting than the site itself. This together with 

the number of visits from the metal detecting forum Aarre maan alla would indicate that the 

metal detector users are a potential audience – however, it is not known how many of them 

participated in the crowdfunding campaign.  

The campaign was given some positive comments and encouragement on the 

Aarre maan alla forum: one user suggested that rewards from metal detecting finds should be 

donated to fund research. It is important to recognise the interest and find ways to engage the 

community. One option for getting more metal detector users involved could be to organise 

talks, or controlled metal detecting in the site or nearby sites. This way the metal detector 

users could feel more involved and more inclined to be in close contact with the authorities. 

As Siltainsuu & Wessman note, the information and work force that metal detectors are able 

to provide can be very useful to archaeologists.
111
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Most visits to the blog were from Finland with the second largest visitor number 

from United States and United Kingdom (figure 3). As the blog was written only in Finnish 

there could have been possibilities for more visibility had the blog been in Finnish and 

English. However producing blog posts in Finnish and English would have required more 

resources and therefore efforts were directed elsewhere. 

 

 

 

5.3. Sales and publicity  

As was previously stated, Mesenaatti has set the minimum target for all campaigns to €1000. 

The overall target for Tracing Finds was set to €1500. Minimum target was reached 2
nd

 July, 

but the campaign failed to reach the overall target. The final amount of funds received was 

€1320. Growth of funds is shown in figure 4. A rapid rise in funds can be seen from 25
th

 May 

to 2
nd

 June, with an increase from €480 to €1040 in just nine days. The most active period for 

funds was therefore right before the excavation started, and clearly slowing down once the 

excavation started. The rapid rise of funds is followed by a slow but steady increase. Almost 

immediately once the minimum target is reached a slow period lasts until the end of the 

campaign.  

The six-week campaign duration was a test to define what would be test best 

duration of a crowdfunding campaign, and to find out if there are any significant peaks of 
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activity during any stages of the campaign. Based on these finds it would seem that the best 

time to start a crowdfunding campaign is a few days before the excavation, when funding 

activity was at its highest. The last donation was made on the last day of the campaign, but it 

would seem that the end of the campaign could have been set to an earlier date.  

 

 

 

Figure 5 displays all publications: blog, SMTT website, marketing emails, 

newspaper articles and Facebook publications by known third party. However the connections 

between publications and sales are not proven, as a publication does not necessarily lead to 

participation on the same day or the next. The highest peak on sales was 13
th

 May, when 7 

individual purchases were made. The blog was updated on 12
th

 May with blog post ‘Ii ennen 

arkeologiaa’.
112

 According to blog statistics this post was viewed 57 times during the course 

of the whole campaign (figure 2).  
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Five sales were made on 2
nd

 June when Oulu University Archaeology laboratory 

Facebook page was updated with an appeal for participants. A similar surge of funds was at 

the start of the campaign 8
th

 June, when a Facebook update was posted by both Muinaistutkija 

and Oulu University Archaeology laboratory group. It is not clear whether these participants 

saw the Facebook posts, but four out of nine participants
113

 on 2
nd

 and 8
th

 June were 

archaeologists. However as this is the start date it is likely that some funders would have 

participated nevertheless, and the campaign page was posted on several personal Facebook 

accounts as well. 

 

 

 

5.4. Blog analysis 

On the whole there is correlation between publications and sales figures. Some publications 

had no effect on sales on the same date or the day after. However as seen on figure 6, the 

Mesenaatti campaign page was visited through the blog 96 times. Despite so many visits and 

Facebook ‘likes’, only 45 people participated (number excludes people who bought multiple 

pledges, and team members). It is clear that without the presence on Facebook, direct 

marketing and other mailing lists, the campaign would not have succeeded. Social media and 

other online activity had more value than traditional media, such as newspapers.  

In the future traditional media should not be neglected, but its role as the most 

important media has declined. More activity online, creating a Twitter account, more blog 

posts and more Facebook shares could have resulted in more participants. Not even Facebook 

was used to its full potential, as one could have created a Facebook page for the campaign. 
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This was not done for Tracing Finds as the FASAR Facebook page was used as home page 

for the campaign. However, using an already existing ‘brand’ such as FASAR, as a 

communication channel has more authority. Using an authoritative and operative organisation 

that already had an audience was the necessary option for trying to build an audience in the 

short time period of this thesis project. 

Other popular links on the blog, apart from the campaign page, were the images 

(WordPress Media) with 81 separate clicks. Most popular images on the blog were portrait 

images of the research team. This would suggest an interest towards the people behind the 

campaign, and a more personal approach could be beneficial in order to gain more interest 

and active participation. A link to the National Board of Antiquities online newsletter about 

recent poaching of antiquities by metal detectors in Hakoinen fortification was visited 19 

times (nba.fi). The link was in the most read blog post ‘Harrastajat löytöjen jäljillä’.  

 

 

 

The blog was last updated on the final week of excavation with a video link to 

an introduction summary of the excavation. The blog was not updated since, which can be 

seen as a decline in the blog visits. Figure 7 shows that the most active month on the blog was 

May. This coincides with the campaign start date of 7
th

 May. A notable decline can be seen in 

visits after the campaign had finished in 22
nd

 June. Even bigger decline happened in July, 

when the blog was visited only 146 times. The blog visitor figures indicate that it had 

potential on becoming a popular archaeology blog, and that people were interested in the 

excavation and research in Illinsaari. Had the blog been updated more regularly during and 

after the excavation, and had it been advertised more on daily updates, it could have had more 

visits throughout and after. The blog lacked a round-up summary after the excavation 

finished, and public interest can be seen to fall towards the end of summer. However, if the 
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University of Oulu archaeology decides to create another similar campaign, Tracing Finds 

might be a good platform to write about current research. 

 

 

 

The blog did not receive the attention it could and should have as the resources 

were limited. This was due to as the blog piloting together with the crowdfunding campaign, 

efforts needed to be focused elsewhere. The popularity of the blog is in line with the media 

channel preferences of the respondents, even though none of the respondents found the 

campaign only through the blog. The main benefit of having the blog was that it served as a 

base platform and a website dedicated solely to the campaign. Respondent 26 specifically 

thanked the coherent image of the crowdfunding campaign page and the blog. 

 

“Well planned, coherent and supportive communication (including layout – blog and funding 

page looked good).” – Respondent 26, other background. 

 

All webpages used the same format, and partly the same texts from FASAR 

homepage and Mesenaatti campaign page were used in the blog and newsletters. This created 

a coherent image, and remained easily understandable by utilizing partly the same wordings 

in order to keep things simple. Any academic language or international words were avoided in 

all publications including daily updates.  
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6. SURVEY RESULTS 

At the end of the campaign a web based survey was created by using Google Forms, and sent 

to all participants (attachment 8). Surveys have not been previously carried out for 

archaeological projects, although some crowdfunded projects might hold some customer 

satisfaction or user data. One such survey was carried out by Morgan for the Maeander 

project, but this data is not available for comparison. The purpose for the Tracing Finds user 

survey is to create a profile of a funder and collect feedback of campaign execution, website 

marketing and execution of pledges. The survey consisted of 17 questions and a free comment 

area. The survey was created in Finnish and English. The survey response rate was 75%, with 

33 out of 44 funders
114

 taking part in the survey. The survey response rate is therefore high 

and valid for analysis. The respondents are named below based on the order of answering the 

survey, i.e. the first respondent in the survey is respondent 1 and so on. All written responses 

have been translated from Finnish by the author. Survey data is held by the author. 

 

6.1. Participant profile 

Creating a participant profile is important in order to establish the target market for future 

crowdfunding campaigns. The initial supposition is that crowdfunding archaeology targets 

friends and relatives, and other archaeology professionals. With this survey our aim was to 

find out what kind of people took part in the campaign, what did they think of the campaign 

overall and find out if the participants were new to crowdfunding and how likely it is that they 

would take part in crowdfunding archaeology again in the future. Ultimately the feedback 

gained from the survey could show whether crowdfunding archaeology is a possibility in 

Finland in the future. 

 The most active respondent group were the participants who had purchased the 

daily updates and/or excavation report with 29 responses. The response rate for daily updates 

purchasers was 78%. Five respondents had purchased photographs, which was over 70% 

response rate for participants who purchased this pledge.  

One of the main aims of the survey was to find out the target market for 

crowdsourcing by finding out the participant segments. This was achieved by asking the 

respondent to answer questions about the respondent age, and profession or professional 

background. The respondent residency was found out based on the first digits on the postcode 
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 Campaign had 50 individual pledge sales. 44 individual participants are calculated as members of the 
research team are not included in survey and participants who bought several pledges are counted only once. 
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they used during purchase. The postcode data is confidential and is held by the author. It was 

important to find out whether the participants were from a heritage background as the results 

would indicate whether people from other backgrounds are interested in crowdfunding 

archaeology. The respondents were asked to choose from four options which best describes 

their background: archaeology, museum, other heritage sector or other. Nearly half of 

respondents (21) were from a background not related to archaeology, museum or heritage 

sector. Eight of the respondents had background in archaeology compared to 4 in either 

museum or other heritage sector. Based on these responses, surprisingly the largest audience 

were people outside the heritage sector, with archaeologists as the second largest group.  

The campaign did not target any specific age group. There were no pledges 

designed for children. Some respondents requested pledges or activities for children, and 

respondent 13 participated on their child’s behalf.  

 

“Pledges could be designed for children. My son is interested in history and I bought the 

photographs for him.” – Respondent 13, background in other heritage.  

 

Based on the survey responses, the largest audience were people aged between 

31 and 40 with 13 participants (figure 8). Other age groups do not have any significant 

differences in the number of participants, apart from age group 19 to 30 with only two 

participants. There are no clear differences with the most popular media referrer between the 

different age groups, however, most participants in group 51 to 60 found out about the 

campaign through traditional sources, such as newspapers, oral notifications or email. Up to 

four of six within this group said their source was oral notification. Group 60 and over had 

their sources of information online: all respondents found out about the campaign from 

various websites, such as Mesenaatti, Facebook and FASAR website or newsletter. 
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One of the main aims for the campaign was to encourage local people to 

participate in archaeology in their region. To find out whether the campaign managed to 

engage locals, the postcodes of participants were analysed. Residence was not a survey 

question. However due to data protection only the first digits of the postcodes will be. Half of 

respondents (22) are from the target region northern Ostrobothnia.
115

 The second largest 

group is from the Finnish capital region with 10 participants.
116

 Four participants were from 

outside Finland: two from Scotland, one from Sweden and Germany. The remaining 

participants are from other regions in the south of Finland. 

Half of the respondents stated that they have no personal connections to either 

research team or excavation students (figure 9). A large part said they have personal 

connections to either Koivisto, Hakamäki or Ikäheimo (research team). Only two respondents 

had personal connections to the students on the excavation. The friends and relatives of the 

students was a lost opportunity, as students nor their families were specifically targeted as a 

potential audience. Majority of the twelve excavation students were not aware of the funding 

campaign before the excavation begun.  
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There is a definite opportunity to engage more of the friends and relatives of 

archaeology students. The participation rate of friends and relatives of the research team was 

high with 15 participants when the research team consisted of just three people. If the 

participation rate would be the same for the excavation students, with twelve students the 

potential participating audience could have been much higher. The students were notified by 

several emails on mailing lists that there was crowdfunding campaign for the excavation in 

which they were taking part. When asked on the day the excavation started only a handful 

were aware of the campaign. During the excavation some students advertised the campaign on 

their personal Facebook pages and told others about the excavation and funding campaign, 

but engaging all the 12 excavation students would have definitely opened more opportunities 

for audience development. 

Respondents’ main sources of information about the campaign and the channel 

through which they heard about it were Facebook and oral source with 65% of all respondents 

naming them as their referrer (figure 10). The impact of social media can be seen strongly as 

more traditional sources of information such as newspapers and newsletters are in strong 

minority. It is surprising that two respondents heard about the campaign on Twitter, even 

though no advertising was done on the social network site. Newsletters by The Historical 

Association of Northern Finland and FASAR were the main referrer for five respondents. 

‘Other referrer’ includes one response from participant, who said they were heard out about 

the campaign from ‘internet’. 

15 
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17 

Figure 9. Personal connections 
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It is notable that five participants heard about the campaign on Mesenaatti, 

although a reply of one respondent might be incorrect: they name their source of information 

as Mesenaatti, but state they have personal connections to the research team. It would seem 

likely that the first source of information was therefore the member of the research team to 

whom they have connections, and as the respondent also stated the personal connections as 

motivation for participation. Three of the five had never previously taken part in a 

crowdfunding campaign. This means that they found out about Tracing Finds on Mesenaatti, 

and it was their first experience of crowdfunding.  

 One of the targets of Tracing Finds was to engage people with current research. 

Active participation, sharing the campaign on social media by the participants is a common 

feature on other crowdfunding campaigns. Sharing Tracing Finds was encouraged mostly on 

the campaign blog and Facebook, but the overall purpose was to see whether sharing 

developed organically. As previously was stated in chapter 5, the campaign was liked and 

shared in Facebook and Twitter by several hundred people. The survey included a question on 

participant activity on sharing. Some respondents did not answer the question on whether they 

told others about the campaign. 69% of the respondents who answered the question said they 

told other people about the campaign either by word-of-mouth or on social media. 7 

respondents said they did not tell anyone about the campaign (figure 11). One interesting 

observation is that one funder said they heard about the campaign from their spouse (figure 

10, counted as oral source). Sharing can therefore introduce and encourage new participants to 

the campaign. 
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As the participant sharing rate was fairly low at 69%, special measures should 

be taken to encourage sharing. People should be asked to share the campaign page and tell 

others, and the importance of sharing needs to be highlighted. Participants should be told how 

they can be a huge help to the campaign just by telling others. Anyone who would not want to 

participate by funding could in turn help by sharing.  

The survey results are in line with general crowdsourcing practices. The support 

and participation of personal connections and relatives is a major advantage and a boost to the 

campaign. Majority of respondents told other people about the crowdfunding campaign either 

on social media or by oral notification. It is clear that public participation should be 

encouraged.  Crowdfunding could be combined with participation by organising activities for 

participants such as lectures, site tours and handling sessions. 

 

6.2. Feedback 

All respondents were happy with the prices and the variety of the pledges. One respondent 

hoped for a pledge for children and families. Three respondents said they could have paid 

more for the pledges. The most important reason for purchasing a certain pledge was the 

content rather than the price (27 respondents), but some respondents purchased a pledge 

because they wanted to pay a certain amount money (16 respondents).  

No one stated personal connections as their sole motivation for participation, 

which is a comforting result as it indicates friends or relatives did not feel pressured to 

16 

7 

Figure 11. Did the respondent tell 
others about the project. 
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participate. From these survey results it is clear that participation was voluntary with the 

desire to support archaeological research, or because of a particularly interesting pledge. 

However, the decision for purchasing an interesting pledge connects with an already existing 

interest in archaeology. It can therefore be said that all participants had at least some level of 

interest in archaeology prior to the campaign. 

Majority of respondents had visited the campaign blog (figure 12). The reason 

why some respondents did not visit the blog is unknown – the blog was linked to some of the 

daily updates and was on the campaign page. Four of the nine people who did not visit the 

blog had purchased photographs. This suggests that better advertisement of the blog on all 

publications would have been beneficial. The remaining five of nine people who had 

purchased daily updates did not visit the blog. One potential reason for the non-visit is that the 

participant felt the blog did not offer interesting or supporting material that was not already 

covered in the daily updates. This means the blog should be developed more, with discussion 

boards and daily discussion topics for participants, photo galleries with all images taken that 

day, videos and interviews.  

 

 

 

The problem for producing extra material online is that it requires a lot of time – 

especially if the content is ‘informative’, meaning that to produce the content the author must 

refer to academic papers or other research. It would be much easier to produce content for 

discussion boards, or if the organiser wants to upload blog posts on previous research then the 
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Figure 12. Did the respondent 
visit the blog? 
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content should be produced prior to the excavation. However, the organiser must participate 

in the discussion board. On the other hand producing posts prior to the excavation limits the 

posts to previously determined topics and therefore does not allow any in-depth, on-site 

inspired posts. 

The daily updates were the most marketed pledge on the crowdfunding 

campaign, and also the most time consuming part of the crowdfunding project. It took a lot of 

time and effort to produce the daily updates, and even after spending hours creating the 

contents the author felt there was not enough time invested in the updates. It is important to 

get feedback on the daily updates as they were the most popular pledge, and as there is no 

previous public record on customer satisfaction on comparable crowdsourced archaeology.  

There were no prior examples of daily updates that could have served as an 

example or template, which is why the daily updates were created as was seen fit at the time. 

The daily updates were written on a personal perspective with a light tone, highlighting some 

of the daily finds and some of the more significant finds, such as the silver coin. Some 

criticism was given towards the ‘lightness’ and humour on the update (respondent 30). 

 

“Sometimes the reports felt too shallow and light. More precise information would have been 

good every now and then.” – Respondent 30, background in archaeology. 

 

Even though the author was not satisfied with some of the content on the daily 

updates, the feedback on the daily updates was mostly positive (26 positive comments out of 

33 with two blank answers). Some respondents had hoped for either more pictures or more 

text on the update. For Tracing Finds, the author of daily updates was only responsible for the 

management and production of the crowdfunding campaign and stayed clear of any research 

relating to the excavation, which is why the light approach to the excavation on the daily 

updates was an appropriate angle. 

The coin case is a good example of how the daily updates succeeded in sharing 

current research in real time. The team thought participants might be as excited about the 

coin, so special measures were taken to cover the coin on the daily update. The discovery of 

the coin was recorded in photographs, with images of it still in situ and as it was put to the 

box to be transported. The daily update on that day described the feelings of the 

archaeologists when coming across such a find. When the coin arrived in the conservation 

laboratory immediate tests were made to determine the composition of the coin. The results 
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were posted on the daily update and Facebook (Image 5), and therefore the followers and 

participants were one of the first people to hear the results. 

 

 

Image 5. Silver coin Facebook post. 
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Eight respondents had hoped for deeper analysis and interpretation on the 

excavation and the background of the site, and a follow-up report after the excavation and 

subsequent research. However it is often difficult and problematic to produce deep on-site 

analysis. Generally the analysis and interpretation of finds is left for the excavation director 

and the excavation report or in this case the PhD dissertation by Hakamäki. 

 

“Perhaps something more about interpretation of the site. What different structures and finds 

tell about the site etc.”  – Respondent 8, background in archaeology. 

 

On the other hand, the humour and abundance of images was a positive thing to 

some respondents. Some respondents felt they received enough information in a 

comprehensive package. 

 

“I was very happy with the reports! It was an enjoyable moment in my day, when after being 

at work I was able to read your funny stories.” – Respondent 21, other heritage background. 

 

“Reports were comprehensive, so I didn’t want anything more.” – Respondent 11, 

background in museums. 

 

“Content was long enough and informative.” – Respondent 16, other background. 

 

The positive feedback on the content of the daily updates indicates the updates 

were produced successfully. Some development should be done in the future based on the 

feedback. The developments could include maps and other supporting material, real-time 

updates on social media. Even though some respondents were not happy with the light tone of 

the updates, they were in the minority with five respondents criticizing the contents. The 

positive reception of the daily updates would suggest that a personal angle should be 

continued, as it can make the excavation and researchers more approachable and the updates 

entertaining to read. The personal angle could encourage people to contact the team if they 

have any concerns or if they themselves discover or come across any archaeological material. 

Some of the responses in the survey had higher hopes than what could be 

delivered. One such example is respondent 10, and individual with other background who 

wished for extensive maps and aerial photographs of the site.  
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“Map of the Pirttitörmä site and finds from the whole island. More information on updates on 

methods and excavation process and tools. More precise introduction and thoughts of finds. 

Aerial photographs with f.ex. miniature helicopter would have shed more light to the location 

of the site, so that I would have learned to locate where ancient people chose to settle.”  

– Respondent 10, other background 

 

While the comment is an understandable and valuable comment we were not 

able to share any maps due to the secrecy around the location of the site. Photographs of 

excavation layers and surroundings were included in the reports, as were explanations and 

pictures of the methods used in the excavation. The team was not able to produce aerial 

photographs due to limited equipment. The excavation site was surrounded and covered with 

thick growth which made the conditions for aerial photographs unsuitable. If the conditions 

were suitable aerial photographs could be added to the daily updates to add another level of 

presenting the excavation and the site. 

Respondent 10 is clearly an archaeology enthusiast. This individual had not 

previously taken part in a crowdfunding campaign and would take part again in the future if 

the pledge was interesting enough. Respondent 10 is interesting, as he/she wrote long 

responses to the survey questions. It is not clear how the respondent knew the site was on an 

island. It was suggested on the free comment box that local people, city councils and 

communities should be engaged more in the campaign with direct marketing, and especially 

locals should be encouraged to participate. However respondent 10 felt that people nowadays 

are too “greedy”, and that having them participate might be difficult. Respondent 10 

highlighted that they themselves were content with the campaign and that they found the 

excavation interesting. 

Respondent 19 hoped for a follow-up report after the excavation results had 

come through. The suggestion is valuable and a follow-up update on the findings of the 

radiocarbon dating could be sent to all participants. It would seem natural to assume the 

participants are interested in the radiocarbon dating result they helped to fund. 

 

“I thought it was great to have the chance to follow an excavation. The updates were lively 

and I liked that they had informative pictures and humour. I wish that I would get some more 

information on the results and analysis later on. I would have been prepared to pay more, but 
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because I was unable to visit the excavation I chose the reports.”  – Respondent 19, other 

heritage background. 

 

The public views on archaeology are important. It has been proven that what the 

public think of archaeology and heritage aids conservation,
117

 and a positive image of 

archaeological work could therefore have an influence on funding, and could even direct 

research aims and topics. Public opinion has already been heard to direct the art funds for 

councils, such as CrowdCulture project in Stockholm.
118

 It is clear that Tracing Finds 

managed to create a positive image of current archaeological research. The survey included a 

question for the participants who had purchased the daily updates about the participant’s 

views on archaeology. The responses were positive: the survey concluded that 10 respondents 

felt their views on archaeological research changed for the better. None of these 10 

respondents had background in heritage sector or archaeology. The remaining 20 felt that 

their views didn’t change, although 11 of the 20 had background in heritage sector or 

archaeology. The daily updates managed to change the views for the better for the people who 

have no background in heritage. 

In order find out whether crowdsourcing is a possible channel to get funding for 

archaeological research in the future the respondents were asked whether they would take part 

in crowdfunding archaeology again. The question can also be interpreted to see whether the 

respondents were content with Tracing Finds, as one would expect not to participate again if 

they were unhappy with what they received. The survey question combined the motives and 

likelihood for future participation. This was achieved by asking whether the respondent would 

participate because they wanted to support research, whether the pledge was interesting or 

whether they would participate regardless. The responses were extremely positive: all 

respondents said they would take part in a crowdfunding campaign again either regardless or 

if the pledge or project were interesting enough (figure 13).  

 

“I was eagerly waiting for the daily updates, which was very interesting and funny each time. 

I’m glad you got the funding sorted. I would happily take part again.” – Respondent 4, other 

background.  
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“I would like to see more information about this funding type. If this was more known, the 

projects could be more challenging.” – Respondent 7, other background.  

 

 

 

Respondents felt it was important to support archaeological research and get 

local people involved with heritage. 9 respondents had previously taken part in a 

crowdfunding campaign. The Tracing Finds campaign managed to attract new participants to 

crowdfunding, who are willing to take part in a similar project again in the future. This proves 

that the campaign was an overall success and will serve as a platform for other crowdfunded 

archaeology projects in Finland. 

 

“I hope to see more projects like this in the future.” Respondent 8, background in 

archaeology. 

 

7. CROWDFUNDING — THE FUTURE? 

Tracing Finds was a successful crowdfunding campaign in terms of managing to attain the 

funds for two samples for carbon dating. Tracing Finds was also successful in achieving 

major media interest with newspaper articles, interview queries from the Finnish national 

television channel YLE, and international archaeology websites publishing articles during and 
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Figure 13. Would respondent take 
part in crowdfunding archaeology 

again 

Yes, for sure.

Yes, if the pledge was interesting.

Yes, if the pledge or project was interesting.
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after the campaign dates. The campaign showed that crowdfunding archaeology in Finland is 

possible, if the team is willing to put in the effort. Based on subsequent trends in archaeology 

in Finland and abroad it would seem that more and more archaeology projects will use 

crowdfunding at least to some extent in the future. Crowdfunded archaeology in Finland 

competes with pop-up businesses, and various other culture and arts projects. Currently there 

are no science projects in the most popular Finnish crowdfunding platforms. It would seem 

likely that the situation will change in the near future, and more science projects will start to 

use crowdfunding. It will be interesting to see how changes in University fundraising will 

develop and whether it will have an effect to crowdfunding projects by taking participants 

from non-governmental organisations or initiatives. 

Feedback from the participants was mostly positive, and every respondent 

would participate in a similar campaign again in the future. The campaign had a positive 

effect on the participants’ views on archaeology, as their views changed for positive or 

remained unchanged. The campaign successfully managed to create a more personal, 

approachable and entertaining image of current archaeological research in Finland. The 

campaign had surprising side effects: one participant was inspired to purchase a metal 

detector when they heard the site was discovered by a metal detectorist. Some adjustments 

could be done for the execution of the campaign as the participatory element was felt 

somewhat lacking in terms of the possibility for discussions between participants and the 

research team. In the future perhaps a comment board or another forum could be formed to 

facilitate comments and discussions. 

Analysing the blog visitor data and survey responses it was discovered that 

activity on social media sites have an effect on sales figures. The most active period for sales 

was nine days before the excavation started, which indicate that these are best dates to 

organise a campaign. The feedback responses proved that social media and the Internet are 

taking over traditional media, as most participants heard about the project online. However as 

per the basis of crowdfunding, word-of-mouth sharing proved to be an invaluable asset as 

number of participants heard about the project through some other source than the campaign 

page or research team. 

Is the secret to organisations like DigVentures’ success in the chance of 

becoming an archaeologist for a day? Partially crowdfunded excavation in Ristimäki in 

Ravattula, another project supported by FASAR, offers an open opportunity for the public to 

excavate at the site for €10 per day. There are challenges in taking non-archaeologists to 
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excavate the sites, but giving the public a chance to become an archaeologist for a day is an 

exciting chance for hobbyists, and volunteer based digs have thus been hugely popular. 

Allowing volunteers hands-on experience at excavations is a chance to engage the public to 

awaken interest in archaeology and local heritage. Increasing the opportunity to be a part of 

archaeological research and opening up archaeological heritage, has been proven to aid the 

conservation of the sites as the public would be personally involved in local archaeology and 

heritage.
119

 By making archaeological research more inclusive, it would change from being 

the privilege of a closed group of scientists. However, sometimes it is not possible to enable 

volunteers to take part in an excavation. 

Volunteering in a museum or an archaeological collection is an option for 

having excavations open for the public. Allowing people to have hands on experience in the 

collections or archaeology laboratories could have the same effect as excavating an 

archaeological site – and for example cataloguing a collection does not necessarily have the 

same physical requirements as working in an excavation. The same rules apply for both types 

of volunteering: people need to be trained and supervised. The recruitment process is crucial 

in order to find suitable participants who are motivated to continue and have the interest and 

willingness to learn – unless the volunteering project allows participation for a specific 

amount of time. In any case, the organiser must have a commitment to the group, to ensure 

the group stays motivated and guarantee they are developing and learning through active 

participation.  

Active participation in archaeology can be achieved through crowdfunding 

projects. Ensuring that the pledges are something that benefit the participant in a way that is 

educational but entertaining could attract a variety of participants with different motives. This 

way a crowdfunding project could benefit the participant by inclusion and access to current 

research. A successful crowdfunding project should also facilitate communication and 

cooperation. The benefits for the archaeologist are also important; otherwise the attraction of 

doing participatory archaeology might not be seen as important and unattractive. The direct 

benefit of crowdfunded archaeology is naturally the funding for research. As Tracing Finds 

proved, the funding could be vital for archaeological research in terms of having the funds to 

carry out the necessary procedures.  
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Some archaeologists have expressed their worry that the shift to crowdfunding 

will eventually decrease state funding. This is a legitimate worry, as in case crowdfunded 

projects become more common, it might have an influence on the decline of public funding. 

This is linked to the current political atmosphere in Finland, where in recent years some large 

state-run projects are heavily relying on crowdfunding. One such example is the new 

children’s hospital in Helsinki with a crowdfunding target of 30 million euro. Could 

crowdfunding become a threat to the welfare state? Relying on crowdfunding could also 

affect the decision on what is being researched in order to gain public favour. The danger is in 

archaeological research becoming such that only media sexy projects survive and archaeology 

would be “dumbed-down”. However, that does not seem to be the case, as of yet: for example 

DigVentures use the latest technology in their projects, and although they publicize 

archaeology in a way that appeals to the public, it is not done in the expense of science.  

Crowdfunding is an opportunity to publicize one’s research in practically real 

time in one’s own terms, without having to rely on journalists and local news reporters, who 

might not even be interested in your work. The researcher can also be in constant 

communication with the participants who might be able to help – they might be keen 

amateurs or individuals with strong knowledge of local history. Communication with 

participants also forces the archaeologist to process the research during the excavation in 

order to communicate it to the public, if they want to sell their campaign to potential 

participants. 

It is important to recognise that crowdfunding cannot be the sole method to fund 

research in Finland — examples have shown that the overall costs for excavations alone are 

much higher than what could be crowdfunded. The problem of funding becomes more 

relevant when one takes the salaries of researchers into account. It seems that crowdfunding 

has potential to partially fund some areas of archaeological research, such as radiocarbon 

dating or other “concrete” target. At the moment the scale of crowdfunded projects in Finland 

could not be used to cover staff salaries. This means that traditional sources of funding, such 

as University budgets or grants will not become irrelevant and should not be replaced by 

crowdfunding. Crowdfunding should only be used as an additional source of funding.  

There are some exceptions to the rule however, as some archaeological 

organisations such as DigVentures have successfully managed to receive thousands of pounds 

by crowdfunding. At the moment the scale for crowdfunded projects in Finland is much 

smaller compared to campaigns in United Kingdom and United States. This is partially due to 
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the small population in Finland, and as crowdfunding is still a relatively new phenomenon in 

Finland.  

Tracing Finds showed that crowdfunding can be used to partially fund 

excavations, and that the funds could be directed to cover certain costs. It would be interesting 

to know whether it is important to state a certain cause, such as the costs for C14 dating, 

rather than having no particular cause at all. The shift from partially funded excavations to 

fully crowdfunded excavations could happen in Finland in the coming years, as more and 

more crowdfunding projects appear they will eventually get bigger and more popular. It could 

therefore enable larger scale archaeology projects with bigger targets in the future. 
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